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ACROSS
1. See 1-down
6. See 1-down and 21-down
10. See 1-down and 14-across
11. See 21-down
12. Little John spotted a merganser (7)
13. Ham it up playing the piano? (4,2,2)
14-across, 10-across, 27-down. Riker
cools most ardent supporters (6,3,4)
16. Prescribes primarily intravenous
narcotics that earned reputation in back
street (9)
17. Theatrical overtures (right after one of
them) (5)
19. I judge and make angry (5)
22. Most radical idea so far mentioned (9)
25. Stars and Parisian evening lights (6)
26. Aged in barrels of soft wood, with port
(8)
28. Visionary leaders care about guts (7)
29. One and one makes two Aussie
Hendersons (3)
30. Lump on back of roll (3)
31. About twice in “30 days hath
September, June, April, and November” (4)
32. Solemnly swear the donkey was fed?
(10)
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DOWN
1-down, 6-across, 10-across, 1across. Discovered identity by first
examining tooth without a cavity, tip
of canine, and edge of incisor. Floss
without fail. One pure plaque zone,
well brushed (1,2,3,1,2,4,3,6,4)
2. A French play, in part about
divorcee, is not quite as expected (7)
3. Strad put one in for reformer (7)
4. Gatekeeper reportedly jovial even
when tossed into open cage of
animals (10)
5. The prince opened up (4)
7. Look, a marten! It's slippery? (7)
8. Mends pipes (5)
9. Concealed in the Pyrenees is the
heart of Languedoc culture (6)
15. Make Turkish delight (hot, moist
gelatin mixture) (10)
18. Like 26-across, can be made
from rice bud with odd lees (9)
20. To forget a name is
embarrassing (7)
21-down, 6-across, 11-across.
Twelve 6-across 10-across, put
differently! (6,4,3)
23. Five points shy of a hundred,
score perfection remains intangible
yet definitive (7)
24. Morning of the first day, I lead
armies for namesake of god of
Thebes (7)
25. Usually comes after six but was
seen half past five (5)
27. See 14-across
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